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	 The traditional japanese therapeutic arts and techniques are found to be closely linked to 
martial arts, even if  it is strictly through necessity. Where there is an opportunity for injury, there 
is an opportunity for experimentation and therapeutic application. Thus, over the centuries, 
traditional therapeutic arts developed, whether anchored to the experience of  physical, martial, 
military training or even in the context of  war. 
	 This brief  article aims to contextualise in a synthetic and clear way the relevance and 
added value of  the creation of  a Department of  Japanese Natural Therapeutic Arts in an 
Association dedicated to the preservation of  traditional Japanese Martial Arts and its training in 
a contemporary context.
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For a context on Natural Japanese Therapies in their relation to the 
traditional japanese Martial Arts 

	  
Contextualisation 
	  
	 Since ancient times, japanese culture has observed human beings from an integrated 
perspective: body and mind. What connects them is energy or ki (氣). Energy work can be done in a 
variety of  ways in a more bodily, mental, energetic or even spiritual approach. Ancestrally, in Japan, 
the concept of  Health was closely linked to the attitudes, values, beliefs, behaviours and activities 
carried out by each human being and by everyone together as a community (energy and spiritual) 
system. There is a need, therefore, to work on the “body-mind” (⼼⾝) as a system that, ideally, is to 
be balanced so that everything can work at maximum effectiveness and efficiency. 
	 Any natural therapy has its origin in this basic idea that a living organism only works when 
given conditions to do so. Only then it is fully capable of  functioning. The work of  any Japanese-
inspired natural therapy, Shiatsu, Seitai, Reiki, among others, is to restore conditions on this mind-
body system so that it can properly work. For this, these natural therapies make use of  the implicit 
knowledge of  an energy circulation that exists connecting the mind and the body. By applying 
pressure, manipulation, rubbing, laying hands on, or other therapeutic variations, Japanese-inspired 
natural therapies must be defended for their profound historical, cultural and clinical value. 

Relevance 

	 What is the relevance of  a preserving the Japanese Natural Therapies in their relation to the 
Japanese Martial Arts? What is the connection between traditional Japanese martial arts and 
Japanese-inspired natural therapies? Let us try to answer these questions briefl y. 
	 All Eastern culture knows that everything that heals also kills. That is, in relation to the work 
on body, mind and energy (氣), if  with the laying on of  hands and pressure on points in the body it 

is possible to organize and replenish energy, lymphatic and blood flow, as is the case with Reiki (靈

氣) and Shiatsu (指 圧), in Jujutsu (柔 術), Aikijujutsu (合 氣 柔 術) or Kyushojutsu (急 所 術), 
applying punches, kicks or any type of  traumatic pressure on the same points or zones can and will 
induce precisely the opposite: disorganisation or stagnation of  blood, lymphatic and energy flow. 
Additionally, the same principles of  the manipulations that organize the musculoskeletal system in 
the human organism through the Seitai (整体) techniques will be responsible in Jujutsu (柔 術) and 

Aikijujutsu (合 氣 柔 術) for pain-inducing immobilisations and fractures, for the tearing of  muscle 
tissue or literally breaking of  bones or cartilage. Through the same principles we obtain a tendency 
towards health or a tendency towards disease of  the mind-body system, depending on the intensity 
and structure of  application. 
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Therapeutic Gains in the Context of  Martial Arts Training 

	 Just as it is obvious to say that the opponent's most vulnerable moment is the moment 
following the application of  a touch, contact or bodily trauma (Atemi - 当 て ⾝ - traumatic 
techniques applied at vital points), it is also obvious that the most effective moment of  application of  
corrective therapeutic technique for the organisation or regulation of  the body-mind is in the exact 
moment following trauma. The effectiveness of  any therapeutic technique decreases as time passes 
over the trauma suffered. As time elapses, recovery, rehabilitation and detoxification time increases 
exponentially. So we must assume the importance, relevance and urgency to treat, care for and 
address any injury, trauma or musculoskeletal rupture as soon as it occurs. 
	 The therapeutic advantages and gains of  any natural energy technique (alternative / 
complementary) integrated in the training of  Martial Arts is to act on the immediate moment 
following the injury or trauma, promoting a more effective and efficient process of  rehabilitation 
and less time consuming.
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